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“NERVES OF STEEL”

Author to reveal details of D.B. Cooper Suspect in hopes of closing
a 38-year-old cold case

Image of FBI sketch of D.B. Cooper (left), photo of “Wolf ” Gossett (right)
seen on cover of DEPOE BAY BEACON on May 28th, 2008.

November 24th, 1971, flight 305
from Portland, Oregon to Seattle,
Washington: a hijacker under alias
Dan Cooper demands $200,000
in unmarked twenty-dollar bills.
The hostages are released in
Seattle, and the Northwestern
Boeing 727 containing one pilot,
three flight attendants, Cooper
and $200,000 cash takes oﬀ back
into the sky toward Mexico City
per Cooper’s orders. Still over
Washington, Cooper opens the aft
door, money strapped to his body,
parachute secured to his back,

"

William “Wolfgang”
Gossett matches the
physical description.
There were only a small
handful of witnesses and
not one suspect has ever
been positively identified.
I key on Gossett for other
reasons; he confessed to
certain parties, he had the
ability as a former
paratrooper, and he had
the means.
Motive……..well, it must
have been the money. The
FBI claims that they have
eliminated all other
suspects. They
have not
eliminated
Gossett.”

jumps into the night and was
never seen or heard from again...or
was he?
-Galen Cook
The breaking news story the
next day caused imaginations to
run wild. One man, a student out
of BYU named Richard McCoy,
William Gossett, Army, 1971
attempted to emulate Cooper’s
stunt the following year. McCoy
didn’t achieve the happily-everafter he sought. His story ends
with a fatal shotgun blast from the
feds a few months after escaping
prison. As for Cooper, where does
Salt Lake Tribune, 1972, arrest of Cooper
his story end?
copycat, Richard McCoy.
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Poster of film posing evident
Cooper influence.

" The skyjacking has inspired
several artists including
filmmakers and musicians. There
have been numerous films about
Cooper’s legend including The
Pursuit of D.B. Cooper (1981)
starring Robert Duvall and
Without A Paddle (2004) about
three young men searching the
Oregon forests for Cooper’s lost
treasure. A band bearing the
name DB Cooper illustrates
obvious influence.
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" The events of D.B. Cooper
investigating his new suspect and
inspired lawyer and private
discovered he had stumbled
investigator Galen Cook in a way
across the most suitable suspect
unlike most. He has been
yet. Cook is now so thoroughly
tremendously intrigued by the
convinced that William Gossett is
story since its beginnings. Cook
the skyjacker, he is currently
was so intrigued, he began
writing a book about D.B. Cooper
progressional research in the
and the evidences that point to
1980s. When recent discoveries
Gossett.
had been made to the case in
I was fortunate enough to borrow
2007, Cook was invited as a guest
some of Galen’s time for an
to the speculative radio station
interview. When asking what
Coast-to-Coast
evidences he
AM (known for
believes point
tabloidesque
to Gossett
topics ranging
more so than
from
other suspects,
Sasquatch to
he replied,
AM radio station, Cook’s door to his
new suspect.
extra
“[He] matches
terrestrials).
the physical
While discussing the evidences
description. There were only a
with host, George Noory, a
small handful of witnesses and
listener by the name of Greg
not one suspect has ever been
Gossett from Ogden, Utah called
positively identified. I key on
in. Greg explained to them why
Gossett for other reasons; he
he believed his father, William
confessed to certain parties, he
Gossett, was D.B. Cooper.
had the ability as a former
Cook’s curiosity was piqued by
paratrooper, and he had the
Greg’s testimony. Cook began
means.”

1971 FBI sketch (left), age-progressed FBI sketch (right), Gossett in 1971 (mid-bottom), Gossett
upon retirement in 1974 (mid-top). Cook claims Gossett matches the sketches. You be the judge.

"
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" All of those statements are true. Gossett worked
for a judge in Salt Lake City who claims Bill
confessed to him. “We were on very good terms,”
the judge says recalling the conversation. “In 1977,
he walked into my oﬃce and closed the door and
said he thought he might be in some trouble, that he
was involved in a hijacking in Portland and Seattle a
few years ago and that he might have left prints
behind. He said he was D.B. Cooper. I told him to
keep his mouth shut and don’t do anything stupid,
and not to bring it up again.” Another man in
Depoe Bay, Oregon, Gossett’s final resting place (he
passed away in 2003), says he, too, knew his secret.
Several others who Cook has interviewed say “they
could tell [Gossett] had some dark secret about
him,” says Cook.
" Bill Gossett served twenty-five years in the
military including a tour in both Vietnam and Korea.
He parachuted countless times and established
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convincing expertise. Well decorated, he retired
from the Army at Ft. Lewis in Washington in 1973.

Gossett in Army uniform
approaching retirement.

" There was a ghastly storm the identified the bills as a fragment
This could be why he never
night of the hijacking; FBI agent
of those handed over to Cooper in appeared to live a life of wealth.
Larry Carr believes Cooper didn’t the hijacking–before the FBI
Did Cooper survive the fall?
survive the fall. Cook argues,
traded Cooper the $200,000 for
Did the money never turn up
“paratroopers are trained to jump
the passengers, they photocopied because it’s still lost in the abyssal
in all types of weather. Cooper
the bills to record serial numbers. forests of Oregon and
had no choice but to jump. Either Where’s the rest of the money?
Washington, or because he
that or he goes to jail. I think he
“Anybody’s guess,” says Cook.
manipulated the serial numbers?
had nerves of steel and just did it.” “None has ever surfaced.” Sources Is the criminal/icon still lurking
This doesn’t say much about how
say Gossett was in the FBI
about? Cook intends to answer
he survived,
specializing in
many of the questions in his book.
but he makes a
missing persons,
Cook says the book is about “a
“he
had
nerves
of
good point;
cults, and money
combination of things. [It’s]
steel
and
just
did
it.”
Gossett may
fraud. So, perhaps about the D.B. Cooper facts as we
have possessed
Gossett was
know them, what new leads [his]
adequate skills to manage the fall. knowledgeable enough to create
investigation has produced, and
In 1980, a stash of $5,880 in
counterfeit bills with new serial
what evidence [he has] to reach
twenty-dollar bills was found by an numbers, diﬀerent from those
[his] own conclusion. Bill Gossett
8-year-old Bryan Ingram near the
provided by the FBI in the
will play a large role in [his] story.”
Columbia River several miles
hijacking. In another interview,
We can all look forward to the
downstream from Cooper’s
Greg Gossett claims that his
release of Cook’s book sometime
estimated landing point. The FBI father “had a gambling problem.”
in “early to mid-2010.”
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